Leader Guide
This guide is designed as a resource for small group leaders. It
accompanies Group Module 8 of the eLearning Series,
Your Extraordinary Workplace.
Prepared for you by:

Copyright © 2020 by LifeWork Systems
All rights reserved. This manual or any portion thereof
may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever
without the express written permission of the publisher.

Section 1: Before You Begin
☐ COMPLETE all of your individual training sessions and homework.

My Notes

☐ NAVIGATE through your entire group module at least one time. Ensure
you have the required technology in working order and understand each
section and its questions.
☐ DESIGNATE a time at the top of all the sections in this leader guide.
☐ FOLLOW all instructions in each section and in the order given.
☐ ANSWER all answers yourself so you are ready to give them as an
example.
☐ SEND a confirmation email a week prior to the group session if you wish.

EMAIL SAMPLE: (This is optional)
Hi everyone!
I’m looking forward to seeing you all on (Day, Date) for the next LifeWork
Systems session. Please be on time and ready because we have a lot of
ground to cover. Don’t forget to:
•

Bring your completed workbook.

•

Let me know if you need anything from me beforehand.

I look forward to seeing you soon!
(Your name)

¨
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Section 2: Getting Started (To be done BEFORE you start modules)
Actions

My Notes

☐ POST your purpose and core values (including trustworthiness).
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal in this section is to set the stage for
this session by using our purpose as our ultimate trajectory.”
☐ REVIEW the following 4 helpful tips for sharing in the group:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TIME: ______ min

Speak in first person (use “I”). I’ll say “first person” if you forget.
“Stay in your yard,” share your experiences, opinions, feelings.
Take initiative in participating. Don’t wait to be called on.
Keep your answers brief. If not, I’ll do “time out” gesture.

☐ READ About Purpose
Our purpose is always the highest priority. Purpose is the #1 priority because
it is an agreement we make about what we ALL choose to cause for
ourselves and for others. Purpose helps us connect to our intrinsic (internal)
motivation for WHY we are engaging in this group session and in this culture
model. I ask you to intend to learn all you can and commit to take-action.

☐ READ About Values
Values are the behaviors and ways or states of being that we engage in so
that we CAN and WILL achieve our purpose.

☐ REINFORCE our purpose and values with a specific, brief activity.
using your idea from **PRE-WORK

**PRE-WORK: Go to your
client lead handbook (in preproject modules – video 1,
materials) and look at ideas in
the section entitled “Alternative
ways to communicate about
purpose and values.” Determine
your idea for how to reinforce
purpose and values.
**seeks excellence is doing your
personal and professional best.
¨ SUGGESTION: Use a recent
visual – the responsibility chart
or the new culture model (the
image with the house), or the
four control models contrasting
with a responsibility model to
remind people you are moving
from a control to a responsibility
model and are purpose-focused.

☐ REVIEW One of the 8 Values that Build Trust (under trustworthiness) is
seeks excellence* (read the definition of this in the notes). Ask, “Is this
difficult for you? Why? Why not?”
¨ TIPS for you to remember as the group facilitator:

1. Demonstrate full commitment in all you do. Your intention and
modeling matter greatly!
2. Start on time. Ask for timeliness from the team.
3. Watch the clock to meet the times you’ve allotted for each
section, or have a designated person track that time for you.
☐ START the training modules.
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Section 3: Punishment and Rewards
Actions

TIME: ______ min

My Notes

☐ SHOW Remember punishment and rewarding do work BUT slides
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to assist you in
becoming aware about the pitfalls of a punishment and reward behavior
modification system.”
☐ READ About Punishment and Rewarding
Punishments and rewards are SO tempting to use because they “work.”
You won’t give these up until you are convinced they are harmful. They
are like a sugar high; and similarly, they cause harmful, negative side
effects. It’s hard to believe we can change people without using them..
Remember: A misbehaving person is discouraged in the 4 core needs.
☐
DISCUSS all questions on page 2 and page 3 in your workbooks.
Actions
1.☐You
gainPersonal
compliance
while reducing
commitment
SHOW
Responsibility
and “When
I betray me…” slides.
to the desired behaviors. (Page 2)
☐ READ Bud story out loud in its entirety or summarize using bullet
points**
2. If used,
you opt
of aand
responsibility-based
☐ PARTNER everyone
up with
oneout
other
have them share their
relationship.
(Page
3)
answers to the two questions on page 12 from their workbooks.
Share an example of your own to get the ball rolling.
3.☐IfDISCUSS
used, you
out of mutual respect and
asopt
a group
equality; people don’t reward and punish EQUALS.
☐ ASK all Suggested Questions above.

☐ READ all Key Points above to end this section.
4.Their use discourages and weakens YOU. Share an
example – Page 3

NOTE: The focus of the
discussion should be on the
impacts of a Punishment
and Rewards behavior
modification system on the
workplace culture.
Encourage examples be
relevant to real life at
work. Participants will want
to discuss implications for
children and society. This is
acceptable; but as a leader,
it is particularly helpful to
guide participants back to
examples in the workplace
environment no matter
what the roles and
responsibilities of those
involved.
¨ CAUTION: This section is

not about the Robert Story
or the Attention goal. It’s
about punishment and
rewarding in general.

Examples of answers to the 3
questions could be…

☐ ASK 2-3 people to share answers to each of these questions:
1.Where are we using punishment and rewarding in our organization?
2. Why is it often easy to opt out of equality?
3.What effects do you see in you, clients, and co-workers, when
compliance is the target?
☐ FINAL WORD “Dismantling beliefs and behaviors that use punishment
and bribing are hard to give up at first. When you do, the entire
environment changes for the better because everyone takes time to care
about and build authentic community rather than compliance at all
costs.”
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Section 4: Rethinking Punishment and Rewards

TIME: ______ min

Actions
☐ SHOW the Rethinking Punishment and Rewards slides.
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to help you
consider that misbehavior comes from discouragement so that you will
question and then give up punishments and rewarding.”
☐ READ About Punishment and Rewards
Misbehavior is from discouragement so more discouragement is
counter-productive. Rewards reduce the commitment within each
person to choose the desired behavior and it degrades teamwork.
Punishment and rewarding people introduce fear into the
environment. They make it difficult for anyone nearby to feel trust and
to engage in open communication. People who are afraid are less
likely to be creative, to try new things, to take risks or to stand up for
injustices for themselves or others.
☐ DESCRIBE two scenarios and answer the questions on pages 5 and 6
in the workbook. Read one at a time and ask all FOLLOW-UP
QUESTIONS for the first scenario, then for the second scenario.
Scenario 1. You walk by your boss’s office and you see him/her yelling
at another employee. Page 5
Scenario 2. You witness a boss telling an employee, “If you get to work
on time every day, I’ll give you a coupon for a steak dinner.” Page 6
☐ ASK 2-3 people to share answers to each of these questions:
1. Do punishment and rewards impact the overall negative

reputation of corporate culture? Explain…

2. Why does the use of rewards and incentives result in self-centered,

lackluster behavior?

3. Why are punishment and rewards both discouraging and counter-

productive? **

4. Can different levels/roles be friends? In other words, can people

who have different corporate rankings be friends in a control
model?

☐ FINAL WORD “If punishments and rewards discourage people and
misbehaving people are already discouraged, we should not add more
discouragement to the mix.”

My Notes
Examples about scenario 1:
Punishment teaches that force,
coercion, and over-powering
are ok - even loving; that
people are bad and must suffer
in order to become good.)
Examples about scenario 2:
Rewarding neglects to teach
social interest, the effects one
has on others, the
consequences they cause them,
and their responsibility for this.)
Possible answers to 4 questions
1. Yes, because unhappy
employees create unhappy
customers
2. Because they reduce
internal reasons and
rewards and motivation.
3. **They use external
motivation and diminish
internal motivation.
4. No - we do not like to be
friends with people who try
to control us.
¨ FOCUS of discussion should be
to contrast the conventional
behavior modification systems
with one based on a desire for
organizational community,
values, trustworthiness and
personal responsibility.
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GOAL: Participants recognize what is created when choosing control methods vs. mentoring responsibility.
Section
5: Don’t Think it Out. Feel it Out.
TIME: ______ min
Actions
☐ SHOW the Don’t Think it Out. Feel it Out slides.
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to help you relate
mistaken goals to feelings the misbehaving person evokes in you.”
☐ READ About Feeling It Out
You can’t apply a one-size-fits-all solution to negative behaviors.
Subtle differences in feelings are significant because they help you
determine which pattern is in play and that guides your next steps.
What’s challenging is noticing nuances in feelings. For example,
there’s a difference between strong anger and mild annoyance.
Frustration is a word often used when a person is angry but won’t
own that feeling. Feelings matter because they determine which
mistaken goal and then the strategy for redirecting it.
☐ READ these instructions:
“This slide displays a table containing the 5 mistaken goals and the 5
feelings evoked within the person witnessing the negative behavior.

My Notes
¨ CAUTION: Don’t get bogged

down in discussion about
each point. Keep the
discussion quick and general.
Remember that these
mistaken goals will be
discussed at length in the
future.

Possible answers to 4 questions

Take a minute to review each and its corresponding feelings. NOTE:
Although this is a summary of all mistaken goals, the focus is on the
mistaken goal of Attention.”
☐ ASK Did you fill out the chart on page 8 in your workbook?
☐ ASK 2-3 people to share answers to each of these questions:
1. Identifying feelings can be difficult. Why?
2. Why do feelings others evoke in you matter?
3. What feelings might we hide as men? As women?
4. Can you recall a time when someone used humor or charm to seek

attention?

☐ FINAL WORD “You have the ability to tap into your feelings. Make
doing so a priority. It’s the first part of emotional intelligence. You are
self-aware.”
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Section 6: “Giving the Sugar” is Another Clue

TIME: ______ min

Actions
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to help you
understand that natural knee-jerk reactions are counterproductive.”
☐ READ About Giving the Sugar

You recognize your emotions and first reactions you have by paying
attention to cues in your body. Emotional intelligence is foundational for
redirect to occur. First you must be self-aware (and notice your feelings and
knee-jerk reactions). Next you practice self-management by avoiding your
knee-jerk reaction. As you connect the dots about another person’s state of
mind and private logic, you practice social awareness and only then are you
“at choice” to provide effective solutions. Only then can you practice
relationship-management by redirecting instead of reacting.

☐ SHOW the Sugar is Another Clue slide.
☐ READ these instructions:
This slide displays a table containing the five mistaken goals and the
five knee-jerk reactions we feel provoked to express when facing each
goal.
NOTE: Although this is a summary of all goals, the focus is on the
mistaken goal of Attention. Can you recall when people provoked a
knee-jerk reaction from you in which you gave immediate attention?
☐ ASK Did you fill out the chart on page 9 in your workbook?
☐ DISCUSS ideas about this diagnostic step as a group
¨ TIP: The purpose of this training is to learn how NOT to have knee -

jerk reactions, and instead to learn other ways of responding to
mistaken goals. Don’t get bogged down. More details are to come.
☐ ASK 2-3 people to share answers to each of these questions:

My Notes
Possible answers to 4 questions:
1. Reactions tell me I’m not selfaware or self-managing.
2. *Reacting is called giving the
sugar because it is
permissive. It is like giving a
child candy at every meal
because they demand it.
3. It’s permissive like giving
someone something harmful
just because they demand it.
It’s a form of neglect of the
things they need instead.
4. When I react, I’m otherdirected because I’m not
considering what I most feel
and want nor am I taking
time to consider all the
negative and positive
consequences for myself and
any other person impacted.

1. What do reactions tell you about your state of mind?
2. Why is reactivity called “giving the sugar?*”
3. Why is giving “the sugar” permissive? *
4. When you react, are you self- or other-directed?

☐ FINAL WORD “To be emotionally intelligent means you are not
driven by knee jerk reactions and you use your reactivity and emotions
to help you consider things that are much more productive instead.”
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Section 7: The Mistaken Goal of ATTENTION

TIME: ______ min

Actions
☐ SHOW all Goal of Attention slides. Stop on this one.
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to help you review
the goal of Attention and discuss mechanics of redirect in specific
scenarios.”
☐ READ About the Mistaken Goal of Attention
It’s very easy to react to the annoying behavior that occurs when
someone is in this goal. Changing your mindset is as important as
changing your behavior but it’s not easy at first. Reacting by giving
undue attention is a powerful stimulant for the person in this goal to
continue demanding it. When you give them this, they often settle for
the cheap substitute of attention rather than authentic caring and
community. Giving a person legitimate ways to contribute and get
attention is helpful.
☐ ASK people to name mechanics of Attention goal on this slide from
memory.
Sample Actions: making noise, throwing stuff, interrupting,
pontificating, dawdling, talking without stopping, etc.
Sample Feelings: (Mildly) irritated and annoyed (don’t forget
charmed and amused.
Sample Knee-Jerk Reactions: Looking, saying, reacting, changing
your pace.
☐ DISCUSS what “up-the-ante” might look like in Attention goal.
Sample Up-The-Ante: Getting louder, more frequent, more
insistent.
☐ ASK the following questions of 2-3 people:

My Notes
Possible answers to 4 questions:
1. A fly is something that goes
away temporarily but comes
back again and again.
2. It’s bad because it keeps
reinforcing that the person
only matters when getting
attention.
3. Up the ante is what a person
does when you first start to
redirect them. It’s their effort
to hold onto their fearful or
limiting belief.
4. Redirect is not ignoring
because you have shifted your
annoyance to love, you are
welcoming them towards you
for acceptable types of
attention while discouraging
the unhelpful kind.

2. Why is the image of a fly helpful in this goal?
3. Why is giving undue, demanded reactions bad?
4. What does it mean to up-the-ante? Why do it?
5. Why and how is redirect not ignoring?

☐ FINAL WORD “Redirecting the goal of attention is one that
becomes fixed in your muscle memory and you will find yourself
shifting to it automatically after you’ve done it successfully the
first few times.”
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Section 8: Reviewing Mechanics - ATTENTION

TIME: ______ min

Actions:
☐ SHOW The 4 Presentations of Misbehavior slide.
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal for this section is to help you reviews
four Presentations of Misbehavior and Goal of Attention mechanics
using scenarios.”
☐ READ About the Reviewing Mechanics – Attention
For now, each person needs to understand the mechanics of redirect of
the mistaken goal of Attention. Redirect is never determined by the
surface behavior alone. In each scenario on pages 14 – 18 of your
workbook, we have manufactured feelings for the Attention goal.
Recognizing all presentations of misbehavior for this goal is important.
☐ DISCUSS answers written to 10 questions on pages 10-11 on goal of
Attention (involve all team members in sharing at least some answers)
☐ DIRECT all to Redirect Scenario section in workbooks on page 14.
1. Read each of all 4 scenarios and ask them which presentation.
2. Choose 1 scenario and walk them through all of the questions.
**As a leader, you decide if responses are “correct.” Sample responses
have been provided to you in the Redirect workbook key; however,
keep in mind that participants may give similar or other answers, and
they may not be exactly the same responses.
☐ FINAL WORD (Read Mental Reminders of this goal from page 12 in
the workbook)

My Notes
Make sure you have answered all
questions on pages 10-18 in
workbooks yourself. Bring them.
FOUR PRESENTATIONS OF
MISBEHAVIOR
¨ ACTIVE DESTRUCTIVE
MISBEHAVIOR –
is destructive to property,
persons, routines, relationships;
it is overt.
¨ ACTIVE CONSTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR – is a behavior that
APPEARS positive, correct, or
constructive and is presented
actively.
¨ PASSIVE DESTRUCTIVE
MISBEHAVIOR - is misbehavior
in which a person passively
remains unwilling to meet the
needs of a situation through
inactivity or omission, and it is
destructive to people or things.
¨ PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIVE
MISBEHAVIOR - is when a
person uses a form of inactivity
and omission in such a way that
it looks as if they are intending to
be constructive, caring or
cooperative.
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ATTENTION Goal Scenarios – Scenario 1
Scenario 1:
You’re delivering training to your team. One of your people pipes up with sarcastic or funny one-liners, occasional
borderline curse words, sighs loudly, and slouches impatiently throughout your presentation. You feel annoyed.

Scenario 1 Questions (READ ALL ANSWERS IN ORANGE after they share.)
1.

What presentation of misbehavior is this?
Active Destructive
Answer: __________________________________________________________________
Because the person is actively doing things that cost time,
How do you know?__________________________________________________________
credibility, are harmful, or reduce respect, excellence, receptivity.
_____________________________________________________________________
2. What sugar or knee-jerk behaviors (reacting) might you do if you got caught
up in the mistaken goal?
Lecturing, scolding, giving angry looks, letting him/her get away with it, hoping he/she will stop
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
soon, or laughing and acting supportive (e.g. “_____ can always keep things funny, lively”).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What would redirecting this negative behavior (responding) look and sound like?
Redirect Step 1: Think a new thought (that does not support this person’s mistaken fearful belief).
This person is very influential, a leader. This person needs more opportunities to contribute.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 2: Don’t interrupt your flow.
Keeping your eyes focused on someone or something other than the person. Walk over by him.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Gesture to stop with gentle hand motion. Invite him to write things on a board or paper to involve him.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 3: Don’t look or speak. (or keep it to a minimum).
In this case, gestures and inviting closeness while maintaining open-heart is best. If possible, invite
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
this person to demonstrate supportive thoughts as soon as he or she is not seeking attention.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 4: Give indirect attention.
Might include walking over by him/her, gesturing him/her to come closer to you. Might be to make
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
a signal, light holding up your hand in a gentle halt gesture.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Note: How might this person “up-the-ante” when you redirect them?
He or she might get more in your face, louder, or interrupt more pointedly.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirecting this move might look/sound like:
Continue what you are doing. Continue to send out a good vibe to this person in your body language,
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
tone, your level of closeness to them. If necessary, briefly ask him/her to hold comments or write them to
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
share later. (Make sure to have him/her share his/her thoughts with you later.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTENTION Goal Scenarios – Scenario 2
Scenario 2:
You’re in a mentoring session, and the person you are meeting with keeps going off on a tangent not related to the
topic being discussed. You bring the conversation back on track; but before long he/she is doing it again, and
he/she begins to expand on his/her theme, wasting valuable time. You feel annoyed (and trapped).

Scenario 2 Questions (READ ALL ANSWERS IN ORANGE after they share.)
1. What presentation of misbehavior is this?
Passive Constructive
Answer: ________________________________________________________________
Because the person is acting helpful but is actually
How do you know?__________________________________________________________
Squandering valuable time and support.
________________________________________________________________________
2. What sugar or knee-jerk behaviors (reacting) might you do if you got caught up in the mistaken goal?
may be tempted to shut him/her down in a critical or impatient manner. You may be tempted
Answer: You
______________________________________________________________________________________
To
lecture him/her about the topic, or let him/her continue because it’s awkward.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What would redirecting this negative behavior (responding) look and sound like?
Redirect Step 1: Think a new thought (that does not support this person’s mistaken fearful belief).
You are important to our group. I’m happy you are part of our team.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 2: Don’t interrupt your flow.
Might include time-out signal, then calmly presenting your original objectives, content or questions.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 3: Don’t look or speak. (or keep it to a minimum).
Self-explanatory
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 4: Give indirect attention.
Might include moving closer to this person. You could also put a piece of paper in front of him/her,
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Briefly indicating that is where to put any ideas off task. Point at it whenever the person diverts.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Note: How might this person “up-the-ante” when you redirect them?
He or she might try to monopolize or wrest control of the session from you.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirecting this move might look/sound like:
Continue to remain warm and friendly. Set clear ground rules one time, briefly assuring the person
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
you will make time for him/her to speak/ask questions at a designated time in the session.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTENTION Goal Scenarios – Scenario 3
Scenario 3:
You are in a meeting and someone stares off as if bored out of his/her mind and puts his/her head down on the
boardroom table. You and everyone else begin to hear soft snoring. Everyone keeps looking over. You feel annoyed.

Scenario 3 Questions (READ ALL ANSWERS IN ORANGE after they share.)
3.

What presentation of misbehavior is this?

Passive Destructive
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Because the person is avoiding something that gets him or her lots
How do you know?________________________________________________________________________________
of attention and sometimes derision.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What sugar or knee-jerk behaviors (reacting) might you do if you got caught up in the mistaken goal?
You may be tempted to shut him/her continue the behavior or get angry and show your frustration.
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
You may find yourself berating him/her. You give him/her undue attention.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What would redirecting this negative behavior (responding) look and sound like?
Redirect Step 1: Think a new thought (that does not support this person’s mistaken fearful belief).
We need you on our team; you are valuable.
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 2: Don’t interrupt your flow.
Keep talking, but invite the person (with gesture of hands) to move closer to you or to another
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Position in the meeting where he or she is not as able to do this.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 3: Don’t look or speak. (or keep it to a minimum).
Self-explanatory
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 4: Give indirect attention.
Might include walking over by him/her, gently nudging him/her, standing by him/her or inviting
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
him/her to come closer to you or the action.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Note: How might this person “up-the-ante” when you redirect them?
He or she might keep putting his head down or otherwise slump or look away.
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirecting this move might look/sound like:
Continue what you are doing. Invite the person into the discussion in a productive way. You might
Answer: ______________________________________________________________________________________
even ask him or her to present on a particular section, if possible.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTENTION Goal Scenarios – Scenario 4
Scenario 4:
You’ve invited a vendor to participate in a client project. The client writes to say she keeps getting a lot of emails from
this vendor and doesn’t understand why she’s getting so many. This vendor is doing the same to you, too, detailing
everything she’s doing and doesn’t seem to get she’s not being helpful. She won’t respond to your attempts to get her
to stop either. You are annoyed.

Scenario 4 Questions
-

What presentation of misbehavior is this?

Active Constructive
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Person is doing a lot that wastes time for everyone involved,
How do you know?________________________________________________________________________________
reducing what should be getting
________________________________________________________________________________________________
done.
2. What sugar or knee-jerk behaviors (reacting) might you do if you got caught up in the mistaken goal?
You may be tempted to let him or her do his/her thing because he/she seems to be working hard.
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
You may end up showing your frustration and lecturing him or her.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What would redirecting this negative behavior (responding) look and sound like?
Redirect Step 1: Think a new thought (that does not support this person’s mistaken fearful belief).
You are important to our group. This person wants to be more helpful.
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
_ 2: Don’t interrupt your flow.
Redirect Step
Might include briefly asking for updates to come through you only and at a specific time (soon but
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Convenient to you and all others involved).
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 3: Don’t look or speak. (or keep it to a minimum).
You don’t want to ignore this person, but any acknowledgment should be minimal, such as “Let’s
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Talk at 3”; and instruct clients to write, “Your boss is point person.” Every time he/she writes.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Redirect Step 4: Give indirect attention.
Might include giving this person more specific work he or she prepares for delivering to the rest of
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
the team in a more public than normal way.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
to come
to you“up-the-ante”
or the action. when you redirect them?
4.him/her
Note: How
mightcloser
this person
This person may just create a more adamant set of comments to try to convince you they need help.
Answer: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Redirecting this move might look/sound like:
Continue what you are doing. Thank him/her once for holding all thought until appointed times.
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Section 9: Wrap – Up (It Just Got Real)

TIME: ______ min

Actions
☐ SHOW Let’s Keep it Real slide.
☐ READ section GOAL: “My goal is to help you to leave this session
with an awareness of one ah-ha you have discovered and one next step
you can take. We will share this in the remaining time left to us.”
☐ READ About It Just Got Real
People don’t sustain real or lasting change without discussing what is newly
learned. Committing to sharing at least some of your ah-ha’s and take next
steps individually and as a group within the next 24 hours is crucial to longterm success. It’s also important to ask for and help to identify and commit to
concrete ways of keeping information, tools and concepts learned, alive and
viable. The most helpful thing you can do for yourself and others is to share
your ah-ha’s, your barriers, and your next steps. Your leaders can’t make
positive change to the culture without your support and participation.

My Notes

☐ ASK the following questions. Have each person share very briefly:
1. Share one new idea or ah-ha you gained from this session.
2. What is one next step you can take to absorb this information fully?

☐ FINAL WORD “As you consider what you have learned and your next
step, ask for support from a partner. Let your leaders know if there
is anything they can do to help that they may not realize. Thanks for
your dedication in this entire meeting. You are valuable to this
organization and to all people we serve. Thank you!”
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It Just Got Real!
Name

Date _____________________

1

Next Step

A-Ha Idea

2

Next Step

A-Ha Idea
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